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iOS 6 vs. iOS 7

visual search

mobile e-commerce

• more childlike, fun 
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Oswald & Kolb (2014)
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Xi & Wu (2018)

Pelet & Taieb (2017)
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• higher ease-of-use 
• higher intention 
• more willing to order

What’s the better design strategy?
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65 to 92 year-olds
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• higher aesthetic satisfaction 
and understanding

• more relatable

effect bigger for novices
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Hypothesis: expected interaction

Research question: Is a fit between design strategy and users 
characteristics helpful to elicit a more positive UX?
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12 digital natives

M = 24 years old 
(SD = 3.3)

50% females 
50% males

age group

12 digital immigrants

M = 50 years old 
(SD = 10.8)

50% females 
50% males
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S4 smart phone. Each version showed eighteen typical apps on its home screen; six of 
them were functional for user testing (weather forecast, notes, contacts, documents, 
alarm clock and settings). The versions were equipped with the same functionality, 
but differed in design (skeuomorph vs. flat, see Fig. 2).  

 

                  
Fig. 2. Exemplary Screenshots of the Smart Phone OS Versions (left side: flat, right side: skeu-

omorph). 

UX Questionnaire. To assess the UX variables, six scales of the German version of 
the meCUE questionnaire ([36], see also http://www.mecue.de) were used: usability, 
usefulness, aesthetics, status, positive emotions, negative emotions. Each scale con-
sists of three items (except for positive and negative emotions with six items). All 
items employ a bipolar seven-point-Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” (1) 
to “strongly agree” (7). The scales are theoretically based on the CUE-model (see 
Fig.1) and the items used in this study are listed in the appendix (German and English 
version, see Table A.1). 

Paper-based stimuli. To assess the general preference for flat or skeuomorph design, 
the following materials were created and printed on cardboard or paper: (a) eleven 
pairs of icons (taken from the flat and skeuomorph version in Figure 2), (b) a screen-
shot of each complete GUI (see also Figure 2), and (c) 23 positive attributes, such as 
‘precious’, ‘stylish’, ‘professional’, ‘novel’, etc. (adopted from [16]). The cardboard 
icons and OS versions served to inspire verbal responses in the qualitative interview 
at the end of the experiment. 

3.3. Procedure 

After filling in a consent form and questionnaires for assessing demographics, techno-
logical experience, and personal innovativeness (as control variables), participants 
completed a number of tasks embedded in a typical usage scenario (calling a friend, 
finding and opening a file, making notes, setting the alarm). All tasks were accom-
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Components of User Experience: 

• Perception of instrumental 
qualities 

• Perception of non-instrumental 
qualities 

• Emotional reaction

CUE model, Minge & Thüring (2018)
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Dependent variables
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usefulness

aesthetics 
status

positive 
negative

meCUE questionnaire, 
 Minge et al. (2013)

UX ratings preference rating & 
qualitative interview
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Preference: 
Which would like to use more often?

Interview: 

1. assigning verbal 
attributes to icons 

2. giving reasons for the 
assignments
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Skeuomorph
Flat

digital nativesdigital 
immigrants

USER EXPERIENCE:

• Perception of instrumental qualities
usability, no interaction
usefulness , no interaction

• Perception of non-instrumental qualities
aesthetics, F(22,1) = 4.8, p = .039, ηp2 = .18
status, F(22,1) = 4.7, p = .042, ηp2 = .18

• Emotional reaction
positive emo. , F(22,1) = 4.3, p =.049, ηp 2 = .17
negative emotions , no interaction
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• Preference ~Age                 
p = .045, OR = 6.410 

• Preferences ~ Personal 
innovativeness          
F(1,22) = 7.86, p = 
0.010, ηp2 = .263 

• Younger respondents 
showed a larger amount 
of personal 
innovativeness
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Reduction is goodSkeuomorph is 
easy to understand

Skeuomorph is 
more trustworthy Flat is more 

trustworthy

Qualitativ results - interview

digital nativesdigital immigrants

Skeuomorph is 
more sophisticated

Users wished for differences in design depending on the 
app’s purpose.
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Conclusion

Research question: Is a fit between design strategy and users 
characteristics helpful to elicit a more positive UX?

• Yes, a fit between age and design strategy…
• …supports a more positive perception of non-instrumental 

qualities
• …helps to elicit more positive emotions
• …might be more suitable to fit users’ preferences

• No effect for instrumental qualities and negative emotions

Implications:
• Fit might be more important for hedonic aspects of UX
• Purpose-depending design strategies might further enhance UX
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Qualitativ results - interview

10 

version (83.3 %) more often compared to the younger group which preferred flat 
design (58.3 %). In order to explain these effects, personal innovativeness was found 
to be a significant predictor of these preferences (F(1,22) = 7.86, p = 0.010, ηp² = 
.263). Younger respondents showed a larger amount of personal innovativeness which 
may reflect a mediation effect. No gender effects were observed (Fs < 1, ps > 0.05). 

4.2. Qualitative Results 

To analyze the qualitative data, the audio recordings were transcribed and sorted into 
hierarchical categories following the Content Analysis according to Mayring [38]. 
The frequencies of comments for the most prominent categories of interest are listed 
in Table 2. 

Table 2. Frequencies of comments per category by elderly and young participants. 

Categories Elderly Young 

Reduction to the essential (flat design) is 
good. 1 10 

Skeuomorph is easy to understand. 6 8 

Skeuomorph is more trustworthy because it 
reminds of the atmosphere in the living room 
(wooden shelves). 

6 2 

Flat is more trustworthy because it shows its 
paces. 0 8 

Skeuomorph seems to be more sophisticated 
and is therefore better. 3 7 

Preference is a matter of habit. 5 2 

 
For the icons and interface versions, respondents of both groups stated that they 

regarded the skeuomorph icons and GUI as easy to understand. Many participants 
regarded the design preference as a matter of habit and experience with different 
systems. One respondent from the elderly group said “Flat would be OK as well, if I 
used it more often. Then I would get accustomed to the flat icons”.  

Users expressed the wish that “personal” apps, which are linked to precious memo-
ries (e.g. notes or a photo gallery), should be more realistic and creative. Common 
apps without personal significance (e.g. a calculator), however, should be designed in 
a clean and functional fashion. 




